


Preface

This dissertation documents urban scale throughout history.  Building on the work by Mehaffy, et al (2010), this work 
documents the emergence and existence of a universal 400-metre scale within physical urban frameworks until the 
development of Professional Urban Design Theory in the late 19th and early 20th century.  

Case studies of 100 world cities are analysed by mapping their urban framework and defining the sanctuary areas of 
the city through the use of satellite imagery.  All satellite imagery is gained through the utilisation of Google Earth as 
a research tool.

This research provides supporting evidence for the 400-metre scale and reveals an alteration in urban scale coinciding 
with the emergence of Professional Urban Design Theory. The altered scale predominates current urban development, 
whilst the 400-metre scale only persists in the framework of informal settlements.  

In addition to documenting the alteration of urban scale, this research also contributes to the theoretical debate about 
urban scale and the neighbourhood unit.  The results implicate the neighbourhood unit concept as a contributing 
factor to the expansion in urban scale, suggesting that a return to human scale urban design requires the separation 
of the neighbourhood unit from urban frameworks. 
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Hypothesis: Research Goals:

Cities can be studied in many ways.  Measuring them is more difficult.  Measuring each different aspect of a city 
requires different and often obscure metric.  The physical framework of a city, with all the problems that it poses in 
sensing and interpreting spatial information, can be measured in a relatively straightforward manner.  The measuring 
of the framework of individual cities in a standardised method can make them easily comparable.

Urban frameworks historically have been driven by human scale, and the limits of human scales.  This has resulted 
in similarities in scale for frameworks across time and space.  Meaning that at different times and different places 
of developments similarities in urban framework emerge, regardless of culture, geography, economics or other 
influences.

Settlements throughout the vast majority of human history have emerged with a framework based on sanctuary areas 
with edges set apart at distances of approximately 400 meters.  This scale can be easily measured and verified by 
documenting urban frameworks.  This “400-meter rule” was abandoned with the emergence of professional theories 
of urban design (PTUD) in the late nineteenth and early twentieth Centuries.  

Relevance of the Hypothesis:
There is a vast consensus in urban studies on the many failures of conventional urbanism after half a century of 
widespread applications.

 Environmental critique: Conventional urbanism is unfortunately very, very unsustainable.  Its land use   
 patterns drive a dependence on automobiles, and discourage walking, adding to an already high level of   
 resource consumption.  Much of the development associated with conventional urbanism is executed on   
 land that was previously greenfield, abandoning grey and brownfield sites.

 Social/Cultural critique: As theories most of conventional urbanism attempted to address social problems in  
 the industrial era.  As implemented conventional urbanism has been shown to produce a form that is   
 isolating and detrimental to the social network of a city.

 Economical critique: There is an economical critique to be made, in the form of the adaptability of    
 conventional  urbanism.  The frameworks of historic cities have adapted and continue to allow for  
 adaptation.  Conventional urbanism creates a framework that requires substantially more economic   
 investment to adapt.  

Certain urban designers and architects have been attempting a re-evaluation the traditional city.  Some architects are 
claiming neo-traditional and vernacular designs, urban designers such as the new urbanists, and placemakers are 
attempting to understand how features of the traditional cities, which appear to be time proven and durable, can be 
reinterpreted in the contemporary context.  This work contributes to this effort.

The project will develop a collection of evidence to clearly demonstrate the presence of a 400-meter principal and 
the similarities in framework that this implies across different eras and geographies.  This collection of evidence will 
clearly demonstrate the point in history at which the 400-meter principal and human scaled design was abandoned, 
illustrating a major weakness in contemporary urban design theory and practice.

The evidence will allow for some basic conclusions about the presence and implications of the 400-meter rule.  It 
will also serve as support of the emergent neighbourhood model of urban framework planning being developed 
by Micheal Mehaffy et al (2010, p.30).  Along with this the collection will illuminate the need for further research 
and understanding of the implications for urban areas with a 400-meter scale, and those without.  A socio-cultural 
research project then must be developed to determine the changing perception of space as it relates to framework, 
supplying the qualitative analysis to complement this collection of quantification.

The evidence will be plentiful for the demonstration of the presence of, and shift away from, the 400-meter principal 
allowing several future research initiatives to emerge from the data.
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Methodology:
The study is a morphological comparison of urban frameworks, the network of main streets that divide an urban area 
into sanctuary areas.  Through the analysis of case studies a volume of evidence was collected to provide empirical 
support for the historical presence of the 400-meter principal, and its emergence in cities devoid of Professional 
Urban Design Theory influences.

The subject matter available for scrutiny is immense.  Case studies that show both the presence and absence of 
a 400-meter rule are valuable, some to demonstrate the existence of and some to demonstrate the moment when 
designers began abandoning the 400-meter principle.  This requires a selection of cases with and without the 400-
meter framework, which ensures that every urban settlement in the world is suitable for analysis.  This creates the 
possibility of an over abundance of information.

Concurrently with the selection of cases for study, a categorisation process is developed to ensure that a highly diverse 
sample was examined.  The sample must be stratified across both space (geography) and time (era of settlement) in 
order to accomplish the goal of demonstrating the universal presence, and disappearance of the 400-meter scale.

The research takes advantage of a unique opportunity raised to our generation of urban designers through the use of 
the latest technological advancements in web-based remote sensing: Google Earth. Having literally the entire world to 
choose from, and measurable urban examples being at hand from virtually everywhere on Earth for the very first time 
in history, a selection process is developed with the intention of selecting only those urban areas with recognised 
theoretical importance.  Using the academic body of research on the subject of urban design and planning, only cities 
and settlements that have been studied, scrutinised and frequently appeared in other scholarly works are selected 
for analysis.  The selection of cases based solely on previous academic research eliminates the need for a detailed 
theoretical background of every case study.  The referenced research for each case lends the credibility that would 
otherwise be achieved through a rigorous sampling exercise.  

The geographic diversity of the sample group demonstrates a continuity of the 400-meter rule across different cultures.  
Perhaps more importantly the division of data along theoretical ideologies allowed for the identification of the era in 
which the 400-meter scale disappeared from practice.   

This theoretical classification splits the data into three primary theoretical groupings:

 •  Cases originated in a Pre-Professional Theory of Urban Design era.
 •  Cases originated in the Professional Theory of Urban Design era. 
 •  Cases originated in the Professional Theory of Urban Design era that have no relation to Professional   
     Theory. 

With Professional Urban Design Theory (PTUD) we define the variegated complex of models and conceptual formations 
that structured the gradual codification of architectural and urban design as professional disciplines between the end 
of the nineteenth century and the early decades of the twentieth century.

Further development allows for a natural separation of the PTUD samples into those of the Radiant city theory, the 
Garden City theory, and the New Urbanist theory.  Pre-PTUD samples are grouped into ancient, medieval, baroque, 
renaissance, and industrial cities. This categorisation of data follows the majority of academic writing on the topic 
and provides a simple framework for comparison.

The comparison of urban frameworks is carried out via the development by the developing of two primary diagrams.  
One diagram is not drawn to scale and would be primarily utilised to conceptualise the urban framework of an entire 
settlement.  This would highlight the layout and permeability of the sample.  The relative size of the settlement area 
and its main roads are shown in this diagram.  Most importantly this diagram highlights the total number of sanctuary 
areas in the sample city.

A second diagram is developed to show a detail of a sanctuary area(s) within the broader settlement.  This allows the 
representation of the main roads that form the perimeter segments of the sanctuary area, and the local main roads 
that traverse the interior of the sanctuary area.  This diagram is drawn to scale from an aerial image at an altitude of 
800 meters.  The scale is critical in allowing comparison of distances along the edges of the sanctuary areas, and the 
identification of the 400-meter rule’s presence.

Important Definitions:

SANCTUARY AREA—Built-up area bounded on its perimeter by MAIN ROADS.
MAIN ROAD—Road that connects global and local scales: in a village, connecting the city centre with the regional 
external territory; in a large city, connecting the city with the external territory or whole districts to one another.
LOCAL MAIN STREET—Urban street that traverses a SANCTUARY AREA, meeting two MAIN ROADS. In many cases, 
a LOCAL MAIN STREET continues across two SANCTUARY AREAS, very rarely crossing more than three.
URBAN FRAMEWORK—The physical network of MAIN STREETS and SANCTUARY AREAS.
NEIGHBOURHOOD UNIT—A geographic fixed entity representing the territory where most everyday human 
relationships are expected to happen. It is conventionally defined as the catchment area of basic services like nursery, 
primary school or local retail commerce for a pedestrian inhabitant (or user). 
PERIMETER SEGMENT—measurable section of a MAIN ROAD between two intersections with other MAIN ROADS, as 
it corresponds to a specific SANCTUARY AREA.
400-METRE STRUCTURE—An urban layout characterised by MAIN STREETS intersecting at distances of approximately 
of 400 meters, i.e. roughly between 300 and 500 meters. This structure is believed to exist throughout history with 
PERIMETER SEGMENTS consequently measuring no more than 300-500 meters on average.
GREENFIELD—Building site that has never been developed.
GREYFIELD—Building site that was previously developed, currently not in use.
BROWNFIELD—Building site that was previously developed and polluted, currently not in use.
EMERGENT NEIGHBOURHOOD MODEL—A model interpretation of the permanent structures characterising the 
evolution of urban fabrics established after Mehaffy et al. (2010).
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Theoretical Context:
Strengths of the Methods:

The methods used allow for a very concise and equitable comparison of physical urban frameworks throughout 
the history of human settlement.  The methodology is substantially strong in its ability to distil the most relevant 
information into a pair of diagrams representing each case study.

The measurements are very straightforward, and thus easily replicable.  The easy of execution of the methodology 
allows for the sample size to be continually updated and expanded.  Additional case studies can be compiled into the 
atlas to better represent the world, history and continue to evolve with urban design.

Weaknesses of the Methods:

The methodology has weaknesses in that it only considers the measurable physical framework.  In order to produce 
highly accurate value judgements on the implications of the framework, additional qualitative analysis will be 
required.

Additional strength can be added to the atlas if the sample size is increased in quantity and variety.  It would be 
significant to further divide into subcategories Pre Professional Theory with ancient Asian cites, and cities of the 
imperial age.

In the early part of the 20th century, in the midst of rapidly industrialising urban areas, traditional settlement patterns 
were struggling to cope with the population explosion and other social factors that accompanied the mechanisation 
boom.  This created an environment of out of date housing, which was overcrowded and not equipped to deal with 
the unsanitary conditions of the industrial age, resulting in strong movements of social reforms calling for better 
environments for the new urban working class.  Throughout history cities had been allowed to adapt to the changing 
environment, with new technologies being married to old technologies to ensure that the city grew and matured with 
time (Hiorns, 1956).

The industrial revolution ushered in a new creative mentality and creation replaced adaptation.  New became better.  
It was now possible to imagine city making, in place of city improving.  In this milieu of creative ideology PTUD was 
emerging.  Urban theorists began to produce ideas about the modern city and how people were meant to live.  Most 
of the early professional urban design theories focused on new ideas for new cities, rather than adapting existing 
living situations. 

As early as 1923, one of these creative geniuses of early PTUD, Mr. Clarence Perry, was developing and formalising 
universal standards for the designable neighbourhood unit.  Perry’s neighbourhood unit suggested a way of organising 
and improving the urban situation in American cities.  The idea was formalised in Perry’s 1929 plan of New York City 
(Ben-Joseph, 2005).

Mr. Perry’s neighbourhood unit was a formulation of a social ideal into a design scheme, a concept imagined to create 
community out of the urban chaos of the industrial era.  It would reorganise the city around community building 
entities, namely a school, or a church.  The church or school became the central node of the neighbourhood unit.  
From this point in history it correctly became important to base the concept of a neighbourhood unit on the idea of 
walkablity.  Mr. Perry was suggesting designing for the pedestrian by ensuring that the centre of the neighbourhood 
was reachable by pedestrians.  The centre node of the neighbourhood should be no more than a quarter of mile (400 
meters) from any residential unit in the neighbourhood, thus a neighbourhood would be a roughly rectangular cluster 
with perimeter segments 800 meters.  Main roads would not be allowed to bisect the neighbourhood; rather they 
would constitute their edges.  Within the 400-meter walk from the central node, no student or parishioner should be 
required to cross any main roads.  This would ensure a sense of community developing within the neighbourhood 
(Ben-Joseph, 2005).

Measuring from a centre node naturally lends itself to a circular measurement based on a 400-meter radius.  This 
radial measurement forms the suggested boundaries of the neighbourhood unit.  It is at these boundaries that main 
roads are developed.  Pushing the main roads to the periphery of the neighbourhood unit creates a very orderly 
settlement plan.  Each neighbourhood unit is bounded by main roads, which form the barriers between neighbouring 
neighbourhood units.

The neighbourhood unit premise crates a seemingly independent community centred neighbourhood.  It creates a 
space in which neighbourhood dwellers need not traverse main roads on a regular basis.   It also marries the street
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hierarchy or urban framework to the neighbourhood unit (Mehaffy et al, 2010, p.24).  This concept isolated the 
neighbourhoods from one another with the goal fostering community; the resulting cellular structure with 800-meter 
perimeter sections was the beginning of the reversal of centuries of human scaled, practical, urban settlement.

Humans have organically organised themselves into neighbourhoods well before Clarence Perry decided that it was 
in everyone’s best interest.  For most of human history city planning had been rooted of necessity and technological 
limitations on the scale of human walkabiltiy without the benefit of professional urban theorists. 

Prior to the neighbourhood unit humans developed an urban framework that was flexible enough that many examples 
from antiquity still exist today and exhibit a capacity to accommodate and enhance contemporary needs.  As Jane 
Jacobs eloquently reminds us, cities are best when they obey to norms of “organised complexity.” (1993, p.559)  
Urban frameworks of historical cities can be seen as means of organising this complexity of cities. 

Community is not an easy concept to define.  Sociologists still cannot agree on a definition of the concept (Hillary, 
1955, p111).  Neighbourhoods often emerge as the physical manifestation of communities.  Perry was attempting to 
design communities, at a time that the whole of academic sociology could not even define a community. Communities 
have existed, and adapted throughout history in an organic manner, without the intervention of theory. 

Communities and their physical counterparts the neighbourhood are defined differently by each of the people who 
interact with the community.  Some neighbourhoods and communities are easily identifiable; perhaps a congregation 
of a church as Perry was designing for.  However, even this has its ambiguities, what about non-practising members of 
the church.  Over time the community may grow and shrink, it may cease to exist altogether, and it may be supplanted 
by a new community, or amalgamated into a neighbouring community.  The evolutionary happenings of a community 
are no different than that of neighbourhoods throughout history (Mehaffy et al, 2010).

A physical framework divorced from a rigid neighbourhood unit allows for the necessary flexibility of neighbourhoods 
to adapt with their changing communities.  Historically this framework, when predating the formalised neighbourhood 
unit, has developed naturally at intervals of roughly 400 meters.  The neighbourhood, being independent, exists on 
the ground with the framework, not bounded by it.  

The 400-meter framework allows for the organic, ebb and flow of neighbourhood development.  The emergent 
neighbourhood model, (Mehaffy et al, 2010) proposes this as the future of urban design.  This collection of analysis 
will show it is also the history of urban settlement.  The emergent neighbourhood model is not developing the 400-
meter measurement; it is deriving from the observation and documentation of historical urban settlement.  Practical, 
humanistic development has developed the 400-meter framework throughout history; the emergent neighbourhood 
model is suggesting a return to a framework of this scale, one that is divorced from the ill-conceived idea of a 
designable neighbourhood unit. 

Accepting the virtue of the emergent neighbourhood model, and of “good” existing cities is embedded in their

flexibility and independent nature of their frameworks, it must be proven that 400-meters as a measurement of the 
framework is the correct dimension. Proof that the most practical development framework is that of a sanctuary area 
surrounded by a 400-meter network is offered through examining human settlement patterns across history, culture, 
geography, and time.  It can be inferred that if all of human civilisation developed cities at roughly the same scale, 
even with little or no intercultural movement regarding the layout of cities, then this scale is likely the most practical 
and certainly a very significant pattern.  It would be arrogant to assume that centuries of human history are incorrect 
and a good policy is to “reinvent the wheel” as professional urban designers have attempted.  

To document the scale of urban framework through history a study group of case studies originating from different 
times and geographies has been amassed for analysis.   Looking not for specific cities as case studies, rather major 
urban design situations; the five eras in which major city founding and alterations have occurred throughout history 
were identified for analysis. Inevitably there are additional eras and case studies omitted, however the selected eras 
will result in a broad and diverse selection of case studies, and cover the majority of human urban settlement, with 
the possibility for additional cases studies to be completed in the future.

Antiquity:
Cities from antiquity developed with a very different set of human circumstances than their more advanced counterparts.  
That said the majority of examples from this era selected for analysis are in some manner or another still existing and 
inhabited today.  The cities of the ancients were developed to be navigable by walking; often these cities were built 
surrounding a square or a forum, and the main roads of the town led to this point from other parts of the settlement.  
Often defence was a major part of the organisation of ancient city settlements, often cities evolved from little more 
than frontier military encampments.  This led to main roads literally connecting the city centre to the city walls, an 
entirely practical framework for the city (Hiorns 1956).

Medieval:
The Middle Ages brought the need of additional towns throughout Europe.  In France and much of the rest of Europe 
towns began to be laid out with a castle, a market square or civic building at its centre, and wall surrounding the 
limits.  As before, the framework of these cities is about the accessibility of the castle to and from the entrances of 
the city walls (Hiorns 1956).

Other parts of Europe saw Middle Ages urban frameworks developing in a “pattern free” manner.  Nuremburg and 
Augsburg in Germany appear to develop along an unplanned and almost haphazard pattern.  Planned or unplanned, 
urbanism of the Middle Ages is the beginning of urban development with a mind to the collective.  Medieval economic 
and defence communes form as the beginnings of urban frameworks, which are not developed solely for the benefit 
of the power elite. (Hiorns 1956).

Renaissance:
Unlike the Middle Ages the Renaissance was not characterised by an immediate and urgent need for new towns and 
additional settlements.  The Renaissance was a time of improvement, of the triumph of knowledge, not a time of a vast 
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proliferation of city making. This is not to say the Renaissance was devoid of new settlements, but the form can be 
drastically different when a town is planned as an exercise in knowledge rather than in preparation for defence. The
Venetian example of Palmanova is described as the combination of art and nature (Hiorns 1956).   Renaissance new 
towns are the emergence of ideal new towns completely designed and planned by master designers, rather than the 
emergent and evolutionary nature of medieval and ancient cities (Morris, 1994).
 
The framework of these towns was rooted in the re-discovered “De Architectura.”  In this Vitruvius had laid out the 
principals of town planning in diagram, requiring that whole town design and layout respond to convenience, health, 
and beauty.  This work seems to be responsible for the favour paid to circular towns in this era, and for continuity of 
city walls and central forums.  It is on these radial-concentric, ordered principals that the renaissance town planners 
would rely (Hiorns, 1956).

Baroque:
Not many purely baroque cities exist; many that exist are baroque extensions or neo-baroque as is the case of 
Washington DC (Morris, 1994).  Baroque architects had ideas for new purely Baroque cities, but the need for new 
cities did not exist.  This changed in 1693 when a catastrophic earthquake in Sicily necessitated the rebuilding of 
several towns on the island (Hiorns 1956.)

These new towns were laid out along strict Baroque principles to ensure functionality and beauty.  City streets were 
designed intending to ensure function and beauty, framing views of monumental buildings.  The framework combined 
a grid with most streets intersecting at right angles, and bigger, wider streets radiating out from town centres and 
main buildings.  This framework, along with political inequality, gave the central areas to civic and religious buildings, 
main roads to be inhabited by merchants, and higher ground to be settled by the aristocracy.  The lower class then 
was given the opportunity to develop any remaining land (Kostof 1999).

Industrial:
As the industrial revolution evolved cities began to adjust and evolve to the changes and population explosion.  In the 
early parts of the industrial revolution this resulted in practical cities built in close proximity to heavy industry, in a 
response to the need to connect workers with opportunity.  Much of the remaining city centres of Europe and America 
are from this portion of the early industrial era.  Cerda’s Barcelona, Houseman’s Paris, and Burnham’s Chicago are all 
responses to the changes brought on by the early industrial revolution, without rejecting the city (Hiorns 1956).

Early industrial frameworks that remain are often the most desirable portions of their cities.  It is the inherent flexibility 
that was built into these purely functional and practical urban areas that makes them so enduring.  The age of early 
industry was primarily concerned with the ability to house with little concern for human hygiene, the influx of people.  
The effort put in place by Municipalities and other public bodies to counter the serious effects of overcrowding and 
poor urbanisation resulted in very practical developments surrounding manufacturing centres, allowing for walkability 
in an era predating universal access to automobiles (Hiorns 1956).

At the end of the 19th century societal and technological situations were such that urban changes were inevitable.  
The industrial revolution had resulted in the end of feudalism, the beginnings of a social conscience were forming, 
and a mass migration of people to industrial cities set the stage for a reactionary urban morphology.

Under the weight of a population explosion and the consequences of heavy industry cities began to suffer from 
a, “social and sanitary neglect,” (Hiorns, 1956, p.317).  This neglect led not only to unsanitary conditions and 
overpopulation, but also to the physical growth of cities in the form of suburbanisation.  With the expansion of urban 
boundaries it became more and more difficult to reach the countryside from the city centre.  Cities of the time were 
perceived as having little access to “verdant amenity” (Hiorns, 1956, p.334).

Architects, and urban planners, began to formulate into grand theories the solutions to the problems of the era.  All 
solutions focused on a better quality of life, resultant from better design.  The early professional theorists conclude 
that industrial cities created a “waste of time and energy in devoted to the routine struggle of living,” (Hiorns, 1956, 
p.358).  They reacted to this by forming grand plans to address the problem of the city often abandoning or demolishing 
it altogether (Morris, 1994)

Simultaneously as cities became overwhelmed by these real and additional perceived problems, new technologies 
were opening the door to new, never before seen ways of living, and new solutions to the urban human’s situation.  The 
most obvious of these is the invention of and subsequent proliferation of the personal automobile.  The automobile 
drastically changed the way in which people used the city, and the early theorists saw this as something to be 
included in future cities.

New building technologies were also to have a drastic effect on the city.  Concrete and steel was being developed 
and becoming common at this time.  The major shift, however, was mass production.  Dimensional lumber, standard 
steelwork, cast concrete, these new technologies allowed for much quicker and more regular building.  The change 
in building technology allowed for construction schedules to be more rapidly executed, aiding the quick proliferation 
of the modernist town.

Another technology with urban design theory implications is human flight.  Aeroplanes for the first time allowed for 
the introduction of a much more literal aerial perspective to city design.  This allowed for the urban designers plans 
to become much more about a diagrammatic exercise in art, than an exercise in cartography of geography and urban 
sociology.

New technologies and deteriorating urban conditions led not only to the emergence of professional urban design 
theory, but had direct influences on the theories being produced by the early professionals.  There were those who 
embraced the new technologies, and were in favour of moving beyond the barbaric past.  Their rejection of the current 
situation manifested as a faith in technology and the future, and a full acceptance of the wonders of the machine age.  

Alternatively there was also the rejection of the urban plight by a professional group calling for the return to smaller
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cities, town life and the rejection of the industrial city and everything it stood for. This group wanted small self-
sufficient towns linked to a medium sized self-sufficient city, a return to town living where every town dweller could 
interact with the countryside and escape the savages of the city (Hiorns 1956).

The Garden city movement was a reaction to the urban situation of the turn of the century that idealised town living, 
and a utopian relationship with nature.  The Garden City Movement’s founder, Ebenezer Howard, espoused an area 
of residences, businesses and industry balanced in harmony with nature.  The concept Howard put forth was one of 
decentralised low density, smaller cities; an idealist model that had roots in traditional town or city planning.  Howard 
was not proposing the marriage of town and country, as is often represented in suburban sprawl, rather a town in the 
country.  In Howard’s utopia, a self-sufficient garden city is where people can live and work, without the negatives of 
industrial city life.  More than built form Howard was designing a radical societal solution to the exploitative nature of 
the industrial revolution (Ward, 1992).

Howard laid out a very diagrammatic, concentric urban amalgamation with Garden cities of 6000 acres, housing 30,000 
people, and an additional 2000 people living in the surrounding agricultural land.  When a garden city reached the 
planned population of 32,000 people, an additional garden city would be settled nearby.  Each of these towns would 
be self-sufficient, with plentiful housing, jobs, manufacturing, and civic or leisure facilities for the entire population.   
It would be laid out with public parks and public streets radiating from the city centre.  Each of these cities was to 
be surrounded by greenbelts and connected to one another, and well connected to a central city of 50,000 people by 
mass transit systems and motorway (Howard 1945).

             Figure 1.0 Garden City Diagram

Social improvement intentions aside, the Garden City Theory is a diagrammatic city planning exercise which has 
no relation to any previous city anywhere in the world.  It has little to no historical basis for its built form and urban 
structure, and is a diagram rooted solely in logic.  Howard’s diagram is not a city plan; it is a picture of a social 
ideal that does not adequately understand the consequences of implementation.  This artistic creativity and strict 
adherence to logic creates a very appealing diagram and even an intriguing concept for settlement, but it has little 
to no relation to, or understanding of the way in which cities and their inhabitants relate with an urban scale or built 
form (Ward, 1992).

Garden city planning has some very practical physical elements that were never truly realised.  The ideas of growth 
limitations as an enforceable rule have rarely successfully been implemented.  Howard realised that the only way to 
stop the sprawl of the city from continuing endlessly was to have very strict limits to growth.  This is why theoretical 
garden cities require a population limited to 32,000 people and very strict greenbelt boundaries (Howard, 1945).

The Garden city also introduces elements that heavily influence contemporary Transit Oriented Development.  Though 
in the early twentieth century this concept is easily tied to the “streetcar suburb” linking each new garden city to its 
predecessor by means of mass transit is a forward thinking concept that becomes the same principal adopted by 
Transit Oriented Developments in the twenty-first century.  If implemented in the purest sense of the theoretical model, 
Howard’s garden cities could have become the model for sustainable transportation planning (Duany et al, 2000).

Howard intentionally crafts a settlement pattern where each town is to be autonomous from one another.  The goal 
is to create towns in their own right, not settlements that are mere extensions of the inhospitable cities of the early 
industrial age.  In this sense, the garden city is pursuing a policy of “ruralisation.” Convenient and healthy living is 
something Howard believes to be present in small town settlements from history, much more so than in the industrial 
city.  It follows that he would develop a plan for a city that could in future provide the benefits of the small towns of 
the past to the population of the industrial city (Hiorns, 1956).

The theory of Garden cities is very logical and even desirable.  It introduces us to growth limits; transit oriented 
developments, and attempts to make a convenient and healthy living situation available to everyone.  Unfortunately 
when implemented the Garden city never achieves any of these.  It is uprooted from its theoretical basis and used as 
the basis for governing principals that over the next 100 years will regulate, and induce suburban sprawl.

In practice most garden cities became little more than bedroom communities that leech off the economy of the 
central city they are nearest to.  Most garden cities are not the self-sufficient entity that Mr. Howard had imagined 
them to be.  In pursuit of the logical garden city model, the lessons of historic urbanism were left behind.  Garden 
city developments were rooted in Howard’s diagram, and logical theories based on rural town life.  The 400-meter 
framework rooted in practicality and proven through history was replaced with a diagram of concentric circles. 35.

The logic driven model of the Garden City Movement mistakes the historic lessons of practicality and functionality for 
chaos, instead focusing on the pursuit of logical order.  The historical city is rejected in an attempt to build a socialist
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utopian version of an idealistic town.  Using logic instead of history, the garden city began removing the 400-meter 
framework, paving the way for single use zoning policy, and the introduction of low-density residential development 
as the familial ideal. 

As implemented garden cities became garden suburbs, undermining Howard’s theoretical model and socialist ideals 
by attempting to use an existing city in the place of a suggested new centre city of 50,000.  This change also saw the 
self-sufficiency of Howard’s theoretical cities disappearing.  The existing city had ample industry, so the new garden 
city could be left without manufacturing and its employment benefits.  This effectively reduces the garden city to a 
garden suburb, all of its activity is centred, its industry is removed, low density residential is clustered together on 
the perimeter, and suburban sprawl is exacerbated (Ward, 1994).

A major shortcoming of the Garden City Movement’s theory is its abandonment of existing cities.  Howard suggests 
with his idealistic cities and insistence on redistribution of population that the best solution existing for cities is to 
replace them with new cities built in the garden city model.  This demand for greenfield development makes garden 
cities an unsustainable model for contemporary urban development.  The land requirements and abandonment of 
cities inherent in low-density new towns is an unacceptable and unsustainable model for today, only moderately 
acceptable in Howard’s time. 

The inevitable separation of theory and practice is evident in the Garden City Movement. The theory produces a 
settlement diagram, which is if not desirable, at least very interesting.  However, the logic-based diagram removes 
the human scaled framework and replaces it with one significantly larger.  The separation of the city into single use 
zoning areas (a centre comprising the entirety of the commercial and neighbourhood services and residential areas 
segregated on the perimeter of the centre) isolates the residents and the neighbourhood centres, forcing its citizens 
into a widespread dependence on the automobile.

Examination of the built garden cities and garden suburbs will reveal the missing 400-meter framework.  Instead of 
a historical evolution, the logical basis for the framework in this particular urban design theory leaves an overgrown 
urban framework and a much lower density as its legacy.

Not all rejections of the current situation were insistent on new towns as the Garden City Movement.  The Ville 
Radiuse, or Radiant City as put forth by M. Le Corbusier and his compatriots at CIAM had an overwhelming faith in 
the future and its possibilities to solve the problems of the historic city, forcing the principals of the Garden City into 
the dense urban city (Jacobs 1993).

The Radiant city dealt with sanitation and over crowding issues of the time through an overwhelming embrace of 
new technologies.  Le Corbusier believed that new technologies allowed for a settlement pattern that would return 
the ground to nature, leaving it unobstructed by buildings and available for leisure.  This was accomplished by 
developing cities into super densities.  Cartesian skyscrapers built on columns free from the ground, and roads 
expanded to highways and elevated above the ground.  Human denizens of the radiant city would have everything

they needed in the vertical cities.  If necessary to leave the comforts of the high-rise, it would ideally be possible to do 
so without walking more than 100 meters or ever having to step foot outside (Le Corbusier 1964).

The intention of Le Corbusier was, as in the garden city; to improve health and reconnect the urban living pattern 
to nature.  Instead of limiting growth, Le Corbusier was in favour of concentrating it.  The towers in the park would 
reorganise the neighbourhood unit, vertically.  Le Corbusier’s towers are vertical representations of Howard’s garden 
city; they are often described as self-sufficient cities, with places to live work and play inside a singular tower.  
This allowed the remainder of the footprint to be left for nature.  Recognising the need to connect efficiently the 
vertical neighbourhoods, the radiant city was organised linearly amongst a 400-meter gird.  In his plan for retrofitting 
an existing city, the 400-meter grid recognised from history was continued, however in design diagrams the new 
framework is intentionally disconnected from the gird of the existing city (Le Corbusier 1964).
 
Theoretically Le Corbusier recognises the importance of a framework of main streets at 400 meters.  This is where 
any acceptance of history and tradition end. In his mind these were no longer “streets”, but elevated and segregated 
highways in the sky. He argues, “Our streets no longer work. Streets are an obsolete notion.  There ought to not to 
be such things as streets; we have to create something that will replace them (Le Corbusier, 1964, p.121).” This is the 
beginning of the supplementation of main roads with super highways, elevated some five meters above the ground.  
The ground plane Le Corbusier argues is given over in its entirety to the pedestrian.

           Figure 1.1 Le Corbusier’s 400m rule diagram
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The design of streets was given special attention in the radiant city plan.  Along with the 400-meter framework, 
specific designs for traffic patterns were included.  These designs detailed the place for pedestrians, fast vehicles, 
through vehicles, heavy vehicles, everything was separated, some even underground.  Streets crossing the sanctuary 
areas were kept to a minimum, believed to be the enemy of traffic.  And as in the garden city, pedestrians were kept 
away from the streets designed into the parks.  A vigorous faith in the future, the Radiant city is designed with a full 
embrace of new technology featuring the use of glass, steel, and concrete skyscrapers, automobile supremacy with 
highways, an overly idealistic design for traffic separation, and a heavy reliance on elevators.

The new technologies and futuristic designs were laid out, as were Howard’s, in a manner that was entirely based on 
logic, best explained in Jane Jacobs, Death and Life.

    “His city was like a wonderful mechanical toy.  Furthermore, his conception, 
     as an architectural work, had a dazzling clarity, simplicity, and harmony.  It was 
     so orderly, so visible, so easy to understand.  Is said everything in a flash, like 
     a good advertisement.” (Jacobs, 1993. P.31).  

The machine age, which produced so many of the technologies the radiant city relied upon, supplied its logic to Le 
Corbusier.  Le Corbusier took the logic he saw inherent in the machine age and applied it to the new city.  This resulted 
in a very linear, very orderly system of repetition that could be, and in the opinion of M. Le Corbusier should have 
been, easily replicated anywhere in the world (Hiorns 1956).

Le Corbusier was only given the opportunity to construct one radiant city, the new capital in North West India, 
Chandigarh.  Other cities were built, influenced by Corbusier, and many, many housing estates were constructed 
according to the radiant city principals.  At Chandigarh the one lesson from history that Le Corbusier had included in 
his theoretical diagrams, then of the 400-meter framework, was removed from the practice. When built the physical 
scale of the radiant city framework exploded.  Chandigarh’s very logical, linear framework was built not at 400 meters, 
rather on a grid of superblocks measuring 800 x 1300 meters (Evanson, 1966) (Sarin, 1982).

There is little explanation for why Le Corbusier made the change, but it is easy to assume that in the 40 years between 
early radiant city theory and construction of Chandigarh, Le Corbusier accepted the primacy of the automobile and 
his promises to the pedestrian were eliminated.  The changed nature of radiant city urban streets, now conceived as 
highways for fast moving through traffic, it is not financially feasible to realise a network of such density. The scale of 
the automobile and the resulting destruction of the 400-meter framework are evident in most radiant city influenced 
projects.

The exploded scale of the radiant city urban framework creates a de-humanising urban environment.  It is important to 
recognise the failures of the towers in the park model had many causes rooted in the prevalence in which they were 
used to house the urban poor in a segregated environment; however, these settlements also have demonstrated a 
clear inability to evolve in denser and healthier environments with the passage of generations, a dynamic that is very

common in more traditionally shaped former ghettoes which are now highly valued districts. It is important to recognise 
how a framework scaled using urban superblocks can create an environment that is wholly without a human scale.  
Traversing from one main street to another by a pedestrian becomes, difficult, or impossible, effectively isolating one 
sanctuary area from another (Jacobs, 1993).

The scale of these sanctuary areas, which doubles that of a historical equivalent, when implemented as a portion 
of an existing city (as was mandated by public housing law in the United States for some time) not only isolates 
the sanctuary area in question, it isolates its surrounding more traditionally scaled areas from each other.  This is 
because a sanctuary area of such grand scale in the midst of an existing city with a 400-meter framework creates a 
break in the framework, a metaphorical a hole in the city.

The radiant city of Le Corbusier relies on what he calls super density, a density concentrated in superblocks.  He 
is right to refer to the radiant city as super density in terms of population density measurements.  A skyscraper, or 
a logical, linear layout of many skyscrapers, produces a built form that has many more people per square mile of 
covered area than a traditional urban block.  However, a city is not formed solely by buildings: when open areas, 
services and streets are included, the territorial density of a towers-in-the-park model hardly reaches that of a dense 
medieval pattern and stands well beyond the typical density of industrial city centres such as Haussmanian Paris 
or Berutian Milan. The towers-in-the-park concept was one that envisioned an idealistic utopian future free of the 
problems of the past.  In this vogue the Towers in the Park idea was completely feasible.  Unfortunately history has 
borne that towers in the park are often a failure.

Much of the weakness inherent in the radiant city is due to the social problems Le Corbusier omitted from design, 
and much of it is due to the manner in which the design was implemented.  However attention must be paid to 
the enormous, invented scale at which the radiant city was implemented.  Completely divorced from history, and 
significantly divorced from early radiant city theory, radiant cities as implemented throughout history have suffered 
because they replaced historical practicality and scale with logic and the scale of the perceived future.

Just as the two defining theories of modernist town planning reacted to the failures of the industrial city, a new 
movement from the 1980’s grew to reject the failures of modernist town planning.  In 1993 the Congress of New 
Urbanism organised around the principals put forth by Andres Duany and a group of architects and planners meant to 
address the negative impacts of modernist town planning.  The group accepted modernism as a failure and attempted 
to reconnect the city with human history and practicality.  New Urbanists have argued the need for modernist planners 
to reinvent the city is the root of modernsim’s failure.  They address this by forming a group that studies “good 
places” before they attempt to design good places (Duany et al, 2000).

The primary goal of New Urbanism is to address and rectify the, “negative effects of suburban sprawl, and reverse the 
problem of urban disinvestment.”  New Urbanist theory is deeply rooted in addressing the failures of the garden city 
movement, and its metamorphosis into suburban sprawl.  The Congress for New Urbansim believes that through 
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traditional design and more compact ideas that sprawl can be stopped.  Ironically one proven ways to reduce sprawl is 
to embrace more fully the principals of the Garden City and impose much strict limits to growth (Duany et al, 2000).

The primary means to reversing the effects of sprawl proposed by New Urbanists are an increase in density, and 
form based coding.  The increase of density is primarily aimed at mitigating the negative effects of the garden city 
movement.  Whilst the form based codes are seen as an effective means for steering the density away from a radiant 
city model.  The New Urbanists believe that greater density coupled with a form-based code can undo many of the 
failings of modernist architecture (Duany et al, 2000).

The higher density and form controls of new urbanism advance an attempt to return to the walkable community.  
This is another of the stated goal of the Congress the “design and execution of walkable communities.”  The New 
Urbanists are not going as far as to design for the pedestrian exclusively, but they do espouse a pedestrian-first 
design approach.  The Congress for New Urbanism believes that with higher density and streetscape design through 
form based coding communities can be made to be more walkable.  The New Urbanists are fiercely associated with 
a return to classical architecture yet they often misrecognise the need for a return to traditional urban framework, as 
the need to return to well designed neighbourhood units. (Duany et al, 2000).

New Urbanism sees the way forward in creating new neighbourhoods and new towns in this model.  They have compiled 
ample research to direct the best practices of town and neighbourhood building.  Several prominent examples have 
been built in this model.  Each of which is designed, ironically, still in the vein of modernism, to be self-sufficient 
urban organisms housing both, places of work, the workers and all primary services.  The New Urbanists believe 
they have the best model for town planning, however, by returning to Clarence Perry’s neighbourhood unit, they have 
based their model on a modernist idea.  The reliance on the neighbourhood unit significantly weakens the argument 
of the New Urbanists as it produces an oversized urban framework (Farr, 2008).

                 Figure 1.2 Neighbourhood Unit diagrams

New Urbanism has drawn more than its fair share of criticism in the 30 years it has existed.  One of the most notable 
failures of new urbanism is its tendency to develop primarily as neighbourhoods and towns.  Developing new towns 
and new neighbourhoods does little to remedy the existing situation of suburban sprawl and urban disinvestment.  It 
is incredibly unfortunate that new urbanism, at least in its practical outcomes, has been primarily limited to greenfield 
development.  For new urbanism to retain any credibility concerning its goals it needs to be limited to re-developments 
in greyfields or brownfields.  In this vein, New Urbanism appears to be moving progressively forward with the 
implementation of Miami 21 (City of Miami, 2008) the smart code for the entirety of the city of Miami implemented in 
May of 2010.

New urbanist developments have been unable to overcome the automobile’s dominance, or the dependence of its 
residents on automobiles.  Several vociferous of new urbanism will argue that this is nothing more than a cultural 
holdover or human preference, of the last 50 affluent years.  While this certainly has some truth, it is also symptomatic 
of an urban framework, which has more to do with this than has been previously considered.  In adhering to the 1929 
Clarence Perry neighbourhood unit model, new urbanism has given itself an urban framework based on a 400-meter 
radius, i.e. 800-meter perimeter segments.  This results in an urban framework that is 100% larger than the historically 
developed model of 400-meter perimeter segments (Mehaffy et al, 2010)

New Urbanism offers itself as the new model of urban design. Suggesting that the new urbanist model can be 
applied anywhere, its proponents have produced everything from the urban transect to pattern books of acceptable 
architectural styles.  While correctly addressing issues such as the need for higher density, street front alignment 
and mixed use development, New Urbanism has some of the same overarching failures that modernism held onto, for 
one, the idea that a design model can be exported to unlimited local situations.  Besides the paternalistic, top down, 
nature of this assumption there is still the issue that it is exporting a flawed model.  A flawed model will result in the 
flaws growing exponentially until the model is deemed a failure, as happened with both the garden city and radiant 
city movements.

New urbanism has materialised in a manner of new towns, and new neighbourhood in some respect because of its 
continual challenge of existing building laws.  Specifically in the United States, new urbanism as a means of city 
design has had, in nearly every existing case, to face an uphill battle against engrained building practices.  New 
Urbanism has ushered in new legislation that makes it possible to produce new urbanist and other progressive towns 
and neighbourhoods.  Early new urbanism had to change the laws before their goals could be implemented.  This is 
of critical importance when addressing the nature of the urban framework, which is often decided as much by existing 
legislation as it is by well-intentioned designers and design theorists (Duany et al, 2000).

New Urbanists hold to that the problems they hope to remedy, sprawl and urban disinvestment, can be designed away.  
They argue, correctly, these are modern problems and that by studying and returning to historical settlement patterns 
and good places as precedents, a transect can be developed as can building codes that will result in a more amenable 
built form.  Unfortunately as the 400-meter principal highlights the new urbanists have not looked at enough history, 
stopping in 1929.  Mr. Duany says that new urbanism aims to create American towns and neighbourhoods similar to
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those of pre 1950’s America (Lindsay, 2010). If the new urbanists had looked closer they would have realised they 
were measuring a flawed system.  They needed to look to an era before professional urban design theory. 

The primary failure of urban design to this point in history is its attempt to insert logic and order in to the city.  
Designers from the era of professional theory, including new urbanists have attempted to use a logical implementation 
of a grand design to replace the historically derived humanistic pattern of the city.  This humanistic pattern physically 
manifests itself in a 400 meter based urban framework.  As previously stated, Jane Jacobs concluded through the 
observation of cities that the city can be described and conceived of as “organised complexity.”  The most profound 
failure of urban design to date is the ability to be oblivious to this concept, and still continue to attempt the insertion 
of logic into the this complexity (Jacobs, 1993).

New Urbanism’s logical solution is based on history.  This is a vast improvement over the diagrammatic origins of 
modernist logic.  Modernist planning theorists produced logical and artful drawings, but they fail when executed 
as inhabitable urban form.  Historic urban form, or urban form derived in the absence of professional urban design 
theory is not logical it is complex, but the complexity is organised.  The root of a city’s organisation lies not in logic, 
but in practicality.

Deriving urban form from logic instead of practicality, led to physical failures.  In the case of the radiant city the 
logic of the system can be, and was, argued successfully and when drawn appears to be a completely ordered city.  
However, the radiant city theory is based in logic instead of practicality, and the built radiant city has a framework that 
sprawls the city over such an immense area of land that the automobile is the only means of sensible transportation.  
The garden city in turn logically makes the case for a relationship with nature. However in practice the logic fails to 
materialise and the world is left with low-density suburban sprawl, embodying the worst of both town and city life.
The failings of the PTUD framework can be linked to the imposing of abstraction and logic over the complexity of 
the real world, having confused order with simplicity and complexity with chaos.  The origins of this logical failure 
grow out of the seeds of the unholy marriage of the neighbourhood unit to street hierarchy.  This not only set up the 
exploded urban framework, but it put in place the concept of a neighbourhood unit as a designable entity.  These 
failures continue to this day being the basis for much of new urbanism.  The idea of the neighbourhood unit as a 
designable entity is a persistent overreach on the part of urban design as a profession. 

The most easily identifiable, and perhaps most destructive failure of professional urban design theory is the emergence 
of the oversized urban framework.  The 400-meter framework emerged across so many cultures and lasted across 
so many eras of city making and remaking it should be acknowledged as the most humanistic practical scale for 
an urban framework.  Modernism ignored, and post modernism continues to ignore this.  In part because with the 
new prevalence of the automobile it was possible to ignore it, and in part because modernism rejected the past so 
vigorously things of great value were lost.

New urbanism recognises many of these failures; however it also embodies many of them as well.  New urbanism 
responds to the failures of modernism by replacing them with the same failures repackaged and rebranded.  It is the 

supplanting one logical design for another, one flawed model for another.  In recognising the failures of modernism 
new urbanism idealistically attempts to take precedents from history and codify them into the design for the city of
tomorrow.  Unfortunately the greatest mistake of New Urbanism is its return to the neighbourhood unit of Clarence 
Perry’s 1929 plan. Structurally New Urbanism could more aptly be referred to as New Modernism.

The historical urban framework is of a scale that is inherently flexible.  This pattern, evolved throughout human history, 
has been able to adjust from humans and horses to streetcars and automobiles.  One possibility for the prevalence of 
the 400-meter framework, in addition to its practicality, is its flexibility.  Cities laid out on a 400 meter scale centuries 
ago, still exist on this framework, even if most of the historic buildings have been lost.  The modernist frameworks 
and layouts are inherently inflexible.  The linear nature of the radiant city suggests that it is the most flexible of the 
three major theories of professional urban design theory.  However to adapt the radiant city to a more natural scale 
of 400 meters would require that most of the characteristics of the radiant city be destroyed.  Garden cities and new 
urbanist developments are often incapable of flexibility or change in the future.

Professional urban design theory continues with new urbanism to assume that it can produce a design that is ideal 
and logical enough that it can be used anywhere over and over again with only moderate changes.  This, as we have 
seen with suburban sprawl, leads to a world of places indistinguishable from one another.  City design has emerged 
as a thing of local tradition, responsive to cultural norms.  As the 400 meter rule was emerging as the most practical 
and flexible urban framework Romans and later colonists laid out new city frameworks that have repeated over and 
over again.  It was an exercise in practicality.  The city was then left to emerge around the framework, which was 
based on a 400-meter principal of functional geometry (Mehaffy et al, 2010)

Professional urban design theory has failed at place-making.  Alexander Cuthbert from the University of New South 
Wales in Australia goes further calling urban design theory, “ anarchistic and insubstantial” (Cuthbert, 2007).  Cuthbert 
accuses urban design of being a discipline rooted in nothing and, “almost without exception its major proponents 
have failed to engage in any substantial theory,” of other disciplines attempting to understand urbanism, urban 
settlement, or the city (Cuthbert 2007).

The emergence of PTUD in the early twentieth century was the emergence of a discipline allowing itself to break 
from all other forms of analysis.  Urban design theorists in the vein of Howard and Corbusier created theories using 
abstract logic, not grounding themselves in any formalised study of society or cities.  This led to the spectacular 
failures of modernist city planning.  New Urbanism has reacted and responded to these urban design failures and has 
taken to repeating them. Professional urban design theory has yet to produce a successful theoretical urban design 
model, or, to date PTUD has failed.

Having failed so profoundly to date, then what could be, or is there any, value in Urban Design as a Profession?  The 
answer is yes, urban design theory has immense value, however, theorists have been very myopic in their execution 
for the last one hundred years.  Urban Design professionals working in the field of place-making encounter, and react 
to many different influences on the urban environment.  These are the externalities that Urban Design Theory has
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been missing. Urban sociology, economics, psychology, politics, geography, and other cognate disciplines of urban 
studies are all missing from the major theories resultant from the era of professional urban design theory.  The role 
of professional theory is not to create the logical model of the future city that is easily replicable; this does not exist. 
The role of professional theory is to understand and uncover all of the unspoken and unwritten rules of place-making 
that have in the past emerged into urban form, and are encountered on a daily basis by urban design practitioners.

The effectiveness of urban design theory is nested in the ability of theorists to understand that good urban design is 
one that learns from applied and testable principles of spatial self-organisation leading to organisational frameworks 
that are highly adaptable in time.  If our communities need any urban design at all, they need an urban design that 
helps in ensuring that spatial conditions are set and implemented which sustain and guarantee the conditions over 
which such dynamics can newly emerge in the contemporary era in any local situation. They do not need another 
professional theory that establishes models of final, fixed states.  Urban design theory is an opportunity to inject 
(or return) an organisational framework to urban settlement.  Professional urban design can be the basis for the 
organisation of complexity that is a city.  It cannot, however, be the order of the city; the order of the city has always 
been an organic response to the urban framework.  

For urban design to become relevant it must embrace the opportunity to nurture the complexity of urban form.  The 
goals of professional urban design must cease to attempt to order the city in an abstract manner.  This can only 
happen when professional theorists embrace a grounding of urban design in its cognate disciplines.  If urban design 
can relate to, and draw on other disciplines that study social organisation and urban organisation then, and only then 
will the value of urban design theory be evident.  By embracing further study urban design can better understand, 
respond to, and nurture the complexities of urban settlement patterns.

The 400-meter hypothesis relates to this approach of urban design theory in that it does not attempt to order the city, 
over design, or dictate the form of the city.  The 400-meter hypothesis when partnered with the emergent neighbourhood 
model 56 produces a loose framework that can foster an organic or emergent neighbourhood and city development.  
The emergent neighbourhood model is a more organic approach to urban development.  In no way does it suppose to 
direct the placement of neighbourhoods.  It is a correction on the neighbourhood unit model allowing development of 
neighbourhoods to emerge as societal, political, economic, and other factors influence the future.  This is a departure 
from the theories developed previously in the professional urban design theory era, as it in no way is a top down or 
paternalistic model for development.

At the core of the emergent neighbourhood model is the 400-meter urban framework hypothesis.  The framework 
proposed, besides being rooted in the natural development of human history, is flexible enough to respond to the 
fickle nature of human settlement.  The 400-meter framework, that the emergent neighbourhood model relies upon, is 
a return to an urban theory that is flexible and responsive to all of the other cognate disciples of urban organisation 
(Mehaffy et al, 2010).

As additional proof of the 400-meter hypothesis it is possible to analyse settlements that have developed outside

the realm of professional urban design theory concurrently with the development of professional theory.  That is 
non-professional design settlements, during the professional theory era.  Formal settlements during the professional 
theory era are all effected by the theory, in a range of severity running from built examples designed by the masters of 
the theory to legislated side effects of the over arching theoretical principals.  For this reason to escape the influence 
of professional design theory in the current era it is necessary to analyse informal settlements.  Often referred to as 
shantytowns, slums, or other local terms such as favelas or townships, these settlements of the urban poor often 
emerge and evolve in a seemingly haphazard very organised manner, yet less influenced by professional urban 
design theory than any other human settlement since its emergence 100 years ago (Clinard, 1966).

Informal Settlements can be, in the some radically spontaneous cases, organised complexity in the purest sense 
of the phrase.  In these cases they appear to be complete chaos to the outsider.  In fact with a population that has 
minimal access to the automobile the “neighbourhoods” are completely given over to walkable design.  Main roads 
then exist in informal settlements as broad pedestrian lanes.  An entire society develops and organises itself around 
this pedestrian framework.  With informal settlements neighbourhoods have emerged, organically and the framework 
has emerged at a human scale to support the informal settlement’s residents.  These are perhaps the most pure 
example of the emergent neighbourhood model of development.

This is not to suggest that urban design principals for professional theory should mime those of slum dwellers.  The 
argument is that the framework in a slum has evolved and emerged in the absence of professional urban design 
theory, and thus if it is similar to frameworks developed before professional urban design theory existed, it can be 
accepted to be the most practical desirable, humanistic framework.  The argument must be limited to the metrics of 
urban framework.  Slums and informal settlements still harbour many of the unsanitary and unhealthy conditions that 
Professional Urban Design Theory grew out of.  It is important to not romanticise the dangerous and inhuman living 
conditions in many of these settlements (Clinard, 1966).  However they have emerged with a completely organic built 
form evolving from only what was necessary and possible and, disturbing as they may result for us, they are often by 
far the best possible habitat for highly deprived local communities.  If the framework of an informal settlement then 
shares characteristics and dimensions with a proto professional design framework, it can be safely determined that 
the destruction of the 400-meter framework has been caused by the failures of professional urban design theory.

The role for professional urban design theory in the future needs to be identifying ways in which to manage and 
foster development that captures the benefits from a human scaled framework as is seen in informal and other non 
professional theory case studies, and marries it with the advances in health, lifestyle, and sanitation that has emerged 
with modernism.

The collection of evidence compiled in the atlas shows that throughout history the urban framework of human 
settlements has evolved based on a 400-meter dimension.  This is present in most urban areas outside the realm of 
professional urban design theory.  The 400-meter principal is not logical or linear, in that it does not suggest that cities 
exist entirely on a 400-meter grid.  Instead it suggests that a framework will generally exist with dimensions ranging 
from 300-500 meters in non-PTUD cities.  This metric has persevered through human history across many different
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cultures and can be seen in today’s non-PTUD examples, i.e. informal settlements.  PTUD for a number of reasons has 
eliminated this principal and allowed for, and fostered in, the explosion of scale in urban frameworks that peaks with 
suburban sprawl and persists with New Urbanism.

 PTUD has driven this change advancing the underlying assumption that the city will be better off when a professional 
orders the city and introduces logical solutions to urban problems.  It is precisely the replacement of cognate disciples 
of geography, sociology, economics, and others with logical reasoning that allowed for history and human scale to 
be ignored and the 400-meter scale to be ignored along with them.  Professional urban design through a systematic 
implementation of logical principals introduced order and removed complexity from the city.  Accepting Jane Jacobs 
organised complexity definition of the city, professional theorists removed 50% of what makes a city, and derived 
anti-urban design principals for urban settlement.

Urban Design cannot rely on abstract logic for urban place-making, urban places exhibit a far deeper logic than 
what gets expressed by a simple Euclidean geometric layout.  New Urbanists are correct to base their theories 
on historical analysis.  Unfortunately they do not analyse enough history or enough urban studies disciplines to 
have a sufficient basis for successful urban theory.  Better urban spaces and urban places will be grown out of a 
comprehensive analysis both quantitative and qualitative of urbanity.  Presented here is a quantitative analysis of 
urban frameworks that supports the argument for an emergent neighbourhood approach to urban design centred on 
a 400-meter framework.
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Historic Cities

“ Even a cursory attempt to trace the course of the towns, from antiquity 
on ward, shows a remarkable consistency in the fundamental qualities of 
their progressive development, to be broken only when civilized control 
lapsed with the Machine Age.  The resultant lack of direction brought 
about the monstrous pseudo-urban confusion that, in its major forms, 
surrounds us. ”
--  Frederick R. Hoirns, Town-Building in History 1956
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Regional Plan

Main Urban Connections

Bologna - Italy Pre PTUD - Ancient Cities

Citation: • (DiMaio, 2000)

Area: • 28 h.a

Distance to Capital City: • 300km

Population: • 376,000

Date of origin: • 1st Century B.C

Mean perimeter segment measurement: • 330m 

Median perimeter segment Measurement: • 320m

Figure 1.3 Map of ancient Bologna

0m 500m 1000m0km 10km 20km
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Regional Plan

Main Urban Connections

Lucca - Italy Pre PTUD - Ancient Cities

Figure 1.4 Map of ancient Lucca

0m 500m 1000m

Citation: • (Conventi, 2004)

Area: • 117 h.a

Distance to Capital City: • 270km

Population: • 84,323

Date of origin: • 180 B.C

Mean perimeter segment measurement: • 274m

Median perimeter segment Measurement: • 280m
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Regional Plan

Main Urban Connections

Pavia - Italy Pre PTUD - Ancient Cities

Figure 1.5 Map of ancient Pavia

0m 500m 1000m

Citation: • (Conventi, 2004)

Area:•  46.4 h.a

Distance to Capital City: • 450km

Population: • 71,000

Date of origin: • 187 B.C

Mean perimeter segment measurement: • 340m 

Median perimeter segment Measurement: • 320m 0km 10km 20km
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Regional Plan

Main Urban Connections

Piacenza - Italy Pre PTUD - Ancient Cities

Figure 1.6 Map of ancient Piacenza

0m 500m 1000m

Citation: • (Conventi, 2004)

Area:•  40.4 h.a

Distance to Capital City: • 411km

Population: • 101,325

Date of origin: • 218 B.C

Mean perimeter segment measurement: • 416m

Median perimeter segment Measurement: • 410m
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Regional Plan

Main Urban Connections

Pompeii - Italy Pre PTUD - Ancient Cities

Figure 1.7 Map of Pompeii

0m 500m 1000m

Citation: • (Morris, 1972)

Area:•  61.2 h.a

Distance to Capital City: • 210km

Population: • 20,000

Date of origin: • 8th Century B.C

Mean perimeter segment measurement: • 279m

Median perimeter segment Measurement: • 260m
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Regional Plan

Main Urban Connections

Verona - Italy Pre PTUD - Ancient Cities

Figure 1.8 Map of ancient Verona

0m 500m 1000m

Citation: • (Conventi, 2004)

Area:•  54.9 h.a

Distance to Capital City: • 410km

Population: • 265,410

Date of origin: • 550 B.C

Mean perimeter segment measurement: • 281m

Median perimeter segment Measurement: • 290m
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Regional Plan

Main Urban Connections

Bremen - Germany Pre PTUD - Ancient Cities

Figure 1.9 Map of Bremen - 1600

0m 500m 1000m

Citation: • (Saalman, 196-)

Area:•  67.3 h.a

Distance to Capital City: • 316km

Population: • 547,645

Date of origin: • 1032

Mean perimeter segment measurement: • 391m

Median perimeter segment Measurement: • 350m
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Regional Plan

Main Urban Connections

Lubeck - Germany Pre PTUD - Medieval

Figure 2.0 Map of Lubeck - 1255

0m 500m 1000m

Citation: • (Nicholas, 1997)

Area:•  140 h.a

Distance to Capital City: • 235km

Population: • 210,892

Date of origin: • 1143

Mean perimeter segment measurement: • 302m 

Median perimeter segment Measurement: • 300m
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Regional Plan

Main Urban Connections

Nuremberg - Germany Pre PTUD - Medieval

Figure 2.1 Map showing late medieval wall

0m 500m 1000m

Citation: • (Nicholas, 1997)

Area:•  165 h.a

Distance to Capital City: • 380km

Population: • 503,600

Date of origin: • 1050

Mean perimeter segment measurement: • 329m

Median perimeter segment Measurement: • 300m
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Regional Plan

Main Urban Connections

Tripoli - Libya Pre PTUD - Medieval

Figure 2.2 Map of Tripoli - 1978

0m 500m 1000m

Citation: • (Rghei & Nelson, 1994)

Area:•  43 h.a

Distance to Capital City: • N/A

Population: • 1,060,000

Date of origin: • 1510

Mean perimeter segment measurement: • 140m 

Median perimeter segment Measurement: • 130m
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Regional Plan

Main Urban Connections

Verdun - France Pre PTUD - Medieval

Figure 2.3 Map of Verdun - 1624

0m 500m 1000m

Citation: • (Ennen, 1979)

Area:•  62.4 h.a

Distance to Capital City: • 220km

Population: • 19,624

Date of origin: • 1374

Mean perimeter segment measurement: • 308m

Median perimeter segment Measurement: • 290m
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Regional Plan

Main Urban Connections

Vienna - Austria Pre PTUD - Medieval

Figure 2.4 Map of Vienna - 1858

0m 500m 1000m

Citation: • (Branch, 1978)

Area:•  188 h.a

Distance to Capital City: • N/A

Population: • 1,700,000

Date of origin: • 1440

Mean perimeter segment measurement: • 308m

Median perimeter segment Measurement: • 280m
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Regional Plan

Main Urban Connections

Freudenstadt - Germany Pre PTUD - Renaissance

Figure 2.5 Schickhardt’s plan

0m 500m 1000m

Citation: • (Curl, 1970)

Area:•  22.1 h.a

Distance to Capital City: • 575km

Population: • 23,690

Date of origin: • 1599

Mean perimeter segment measurement: • 212m

Median perimeter segment Measurement: • 165m
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Regional Plan

Main Urban Connections

Neuf Brisach - France Pre PTUD - Renaissance

Figure 2.6 General plan of Neuf Brisach

0m 500m 1000m

Citation: • (Morris, 1972)

Area:•  25.6 h.a

Distance to Capital City: • 390km

Population: • 2,219

Date of origin: • 1697

Mean perimeter segment measurement: • 267m

Median perimeter segment Measurement: • 230m
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Regional Plan

Main Urban Connections

Palmanova - Italy Pre PTUD - Renaissance

Figure 2.7 Palmanova plan - 1593

0m 500m 1000m

Citation: • (Curl, 1970)

Area:•  58.8 h.a

Distance to Capital City: • 450km

Population: • 5,406

Date of origin: • 1593

Mean perimeter segment measurement: • 400m

Median perimeter segment Measurement: • 400m
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Regional Plan

Main Urban Connections

Grammichele - Italy Pre PTUD - Baroque

Figure 2.8 Grammichele aerial view

0m 500m 1000m

Citation: • (Morris, 1972)

Area:•  215 h.a

Distance to Capital City: • 550km

Population: • 13,145

Date of origin: • 1693

Mean perimeter segment measurement: • 309m

Median perimeter segment Measurement: • 335m
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Regional Plan

Main Urban Connections

Karlsruhe - Germany Pre PTUD - Baroque

Figure 2.9 Engraving of Karlsruhe - 1740

0m 500m 1000m

Citation: • (Curl, 1970)

Area:•  422 h.a

Distance to Capital City: • 525km

Population: • 291,959

Date of origin: • 1715

Mean perimeter segment measurement: • 546m

Median perimeter segment Measurement: • 510m
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Regional Plan

Main Urban Connections

Noto - Italy Pre PTUD - Baroque

Figure 3.0 Aerial view of Noto

0m 500m 1000m

Citation: • (Morris, 1972)

Area:•  296.4 h.a

Distance to Capital City: • 600km

Population: • 23,816

Date of origin: • 1693

Mean perimeter segment measurement: • 241m

Median perimeter segment Measurement: • 175m
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Regional Plan

Main Urban Connections

Ragusa - Italy Pre PTUD - Baroque

Figure 3.1 Aerial view of Ragusa

0m 500m 1000m

Citation: • (Morris, 1972)

Area:•  1,798 h.a

Distance to Capital City: • 586km

Population: • 2,740

Date of origin: • 1693

Mean perimeter segment measurement: • 272m

Median perimeter segment Measurement: • 250m
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Regional Plan

Main Urban Connections

Barcelona - Spain Pre PTUD - Industrial

Figure 3.2 Cerda’s Barcelona plan - 1859

0m 500m 1000m

Citation: • (Hall, T. 1997)

Area:•  863 h.a

Distance to Capital City: • 500km

Population: • 1,600,000

Date of origin: • 1859

Mean perimeter segment measurement: • 435m

Median perimeter segment Measurement: • 410m
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Regional Plan

Main Urban Connections

Boston - USA Pre PTUD - Industrial

Figure 3.3 Map of Boston - 1842

0m 500m 1000m

Citation: • (Branch, 1978)

Area:•  81.2 h.a

Distance to Capital City: • 630km

Population: • 645,169

Date of origin: • 1882

Mean perimeter segment measurement: • 176m

Median perimeter segment Measurement: • 190m
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Regional Plan

Main Urban Connections

Calcutta - India Pre PTUD - Industrial

Figure 3.4 Map of Calcutta - 1842

0m 500m 1000m

Citation: • (Branch, 1978)

Area:•  1,485 h.a

Distance to Capital City: • 1300km

Population: • 5,100,000

Date of origin: • 1850

Mean perimeter segment measurement: • 468m

Median perimeter segment Measurement: • 410m
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Regional Plan

Main Urban Connections

Chicago - USA Pre PTUD - Industrial

Figure 3.5 Lincoln Park Chicago

0m 500m 1000m

Citation: • (Mohl, 1985)

Area:•  420 h.a

Distance to Capital City: • 968km

Population: • 2,800,000

Date of origin: • 1871

Mean perimeter segment measurement: • 410m

Median perimeter segment Measurement: • 400m
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Regional Plan

Main Urban Connections

Manchester - UK Pre PTUD - Industrial

Figure 3.6  Aerial view of Manchester

0m 500m 1000m

Citation: • (Chant, 1999)

Area:•  615 h.a

Distance to Capital City: • 260km

Population: • 464,200

Date of origin: • 1853

Mean perimeter segment measurement: • 258m

Median perimeter segment Measurement: • 243m
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Regional Plan

Main Urban Connections

Merchant City, Glasgow - UK Pre PTUD - Industrial

Figure 3.7 Glasgow’s Merchant City

0m 500m 1000m

Citation: • (Whitehand, 1987)

Area:•  48.2 h.a

Distance to Capital City: • 550km

Population: • 3,595

Date of origin: • 1700’s

Mean perimeter segment measurement: • 201m

Median perimeter segment Measurement: • 210m
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Regional Plan

Main Urban Connections

Middlesborough - UK Pre PTUD - Industrial

Figure 3.8 Map of Middlesborough 1850

0m 500m 1000m

Citation: • (Chant, 1999)

Area:•  306 h.a

Distance to Capital City: • 350km

Population: • 139,000

Date of origin: • 1830

Mean perimeter segment measurement: • 431m

Median perimeter segment Measurement: • 408m
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Regional Plan

Main Urban Connections

Milan - Italy Pre PTUD - Industrial

Figure 3.9 Map of Milan - 1913

0m 500m 1000m

Citation: • (Branch, 1978)

Area:•  519 h.a

Distance to Capital City: • 473km

Population: • 1,086,000

Date of origin: • 1861

Mean perimeter segment measurement: • 351m

Median perimeter segment Measurement: • 345m
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Regional Plan

Main Urban Connections

Paris - France Pre PTUD - Industrial

Figure 4.0 Haussman’s Plan - 1854

0m 500m 1000m

Citation: • (Burnham & Bennet, 1908)

Area:•  123 h.a

Distance to Capital City: • N/A

Population: • 2,100,000

Date of origin: • 1854

Mean perimeter segment measurement: • 331m

Median perimeter segment Measurement: • 355m
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Regional Plan

Main Urban Connections

Philadephia - USA Pre PTUD - Industrial

Figure 4.1 Plan of Philadelphia

0m 500m 1000m

Citation: • (Branch, 1978)

Area:•  404 h.a

Distance to Capital City: • 190km

Population: • 1,500,000

Date of origin: • 1876

Mean perimeter segment measurement: • 286m

Median perimeter segment Measurement: • 268m
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Regional Plan

Main Urban Connections

Stockholm - Sweden Pre PTUD - Industrial

Figure 4.2 Plan of Stockholm - 1836

0m 500m 1000m

Citation: • (Branch, 1978)

Area:•  1,066 h.a

Distance to Capital City: • N/A

Population: • 829,400

Date of origin: • 1897

Mean perimeter segment measurement: • 367m

Median perimeter segment Measurement: • 355m



Garden Cities

“ Whatever may have been the causes which have operated in the past, 
and are operating now, to draw the people into the cities, those causes 
may all be summed up as ‘attractions’; aid it is obvious, therefore, that no 
remedy can possibly be effective which will not present to the people, or at 
least to considerable portions of them, greater ‘attractions’ than our cities 
now possess, so the force of the old “a attractions shall be overcome by 
the force of new ‘attractions’ which are to be created.  Each city may be 
regarded as a magnet, each person, as a needle; and, so viewed, I is at 
once seen that nothing short of the discovery of a method for construction 
magnets of yet greater power than our cities possess can be effective for 
redistributing the population. ”

-- Ebenezer Howard, Garden Cities of Tomorrow 1898
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Regional Plan

Main Urban Connections

Ciudad Guyana - Venezuela Garden City

Figure 4.3 Aerial of Ciudad Guyana

0m 500m 1000m

Citation: • (Appleyard, 1976)

Area:•  6,230 h.a

Distance to Capital City: • 520km

Population: • 940,447

Date of origin: • 1961

Mean perimeter segment measurement: • 1364m

Median perimeter segment Measurement: • 1195m
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Regional Plan

Main Urban Connections

Cumbernauld - UK Garden City

Figure 4.4 Aerial of Cumbernauld

0m 500m 1000m

Citation: • (Merlin, 1969)

Area:•  678 h.a

Distance to Capital City: • 560km

Population: • 49,664

Date of origin: • 1955

Mean perimeter segment measurement: • 799m

Median perimeter segment Measurement: • 500m
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Regional Plan

Main Urban Connections

East Kilbride - UK Garden City

Figure 4.5 Aerial view of East Kilbride

0m 500m 1000m

Citation: • (Evans, 1972)

Area:•  2,235 h.a

Distance to Capital City: • 540km

Population: • 73,320

Date of origin: • 1947

Mean perimeter segment measurement: • 1589m

Median perimeter segment Measurement: • 1270m
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Regional Plan

Main Urban Connections

Farsta, Stockholm - Sweden Garden City

Figure 4.6 Farsta satellite town

0m 500m 1000m

Citation: • (Burton, 2002)

Area:•  623 h.a

Distance to Capital City: • N/A

Population: • 45,463

Date of origin: • 1957

Mean perimeter segment measurement: • 1154m

Median perimeter segment Measurement: • 995m
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Regional Plan

Main Urban Connections

Glenrothes - UK Garden City

Figure 4.7. Aerial of Glenrothes

0m 500m 1000m

Citation: • (Evans, 1972)

Area:•  2,347 h.a

Distance to Capital City: • 560km

Population: • 38,927

Date of origin: • 1948

Mean perimeter segment measurement: • 729m

Median perimeter segment Measurement: • 730m
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Regional Plan

Main Urban Connections

Greenbelt - USA Garden City

Figure 4.8 Greenbelt Streetscape

0m 500m 1000m

Citation: • (Stein, 1951)

Area:•  603 h.a

Distance to Capital City: • 20km

Population: • 21,465

Date of origin: • 1937

Mean perimeter segment measurement: • 982m

Median perimeter segment Measurement: • 880m
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Regional Plan

Main Urban Connections

Greendale - USA Garden City

Figure 4.9 Greendale Streetscape

0m 500m 1000m

Citation: • (Stein, 1951)

Area:•  802 h.a

Distance to Capital City: 10• 20km

Population: • 14,405

Date of origin: • 1938

Mean perimeter segment measurement: • 1206m

Median perimeter segment Measurement: • 1257m
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Regional Plan

Main Urban Connections

Greenhills - USA Garden City

Figure 5.0. Greenhills streetscape

0m 500m 1000m

Citation: • (Palen, 1995)

Area:•  610 h.a

Distance to Capital City: • 647km

Population: • 4,103

Date of origin: • 1930’s

Mean perimeter segment measurement: • 1153m

Median perimeter segment Measurement: • 1100m
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Regional Plan

Main Urban Connections

Hilversum - The Netherlands Garden City

Figure 5.1 Hilversum Streetscape

0m 500m 1000m

Citation: • (Curl, 1970)

Area:•  1,531 h.a

Distance to Capital City: • 25km

Population: • 83,640

Date of origin: • 1950’s

Mean perimeter segment measurement: • 1090m

Median perimeter segment Measurement: • 1290m
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Regional Plan

Main Urban Connections

Letchworth - UK Garden City

Figure 5.2 Aerial view of Letchworth

0m 500m 1000m

Citation: • (Munzer & Vogel, 1974)

Area:•  12,221 h.a

Distance to Capital City: • 50km

Population: • 33,600

Date of origin: • 1903

Mean perimeter segment measurement: • 551m

Median perimeter segment Measurement: • 520m
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Regional Plan

Main Urban Connections

Lusaka - Zambia Garden City

Figure 5.3 Map of Lusaka 1968

0m 500m 1000m

Citation: • (Davies, 1969)

Area:•  3,986 h.a

Distance to Capital City: • N/A

Population: • 3,100,000

Date of origin: • 1960

Mean perimeter segment measurement: • 1010m

Median perimeter segment Measurement: • 950m
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Regional Plan

Main Urban Connections

Milton Keynes - UK Garden City

Figure 5.4 Aerial view of Milton Keynes

0m 500m 1000m

Citation: • (Evans, 1972)

Area:•  8,180 h.a

Distance to Capital City: • 70km

Population: • 195,687

Date of origin: • 1967

Mean perimeter segment measurement: • 1074m

Median perimeter segment Measurement: • 1030m
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Regional Plan

Main Urban Connections

Navi Mumbai - India Garden City

Figure 5.5 Map of Navi Mumbai - 1972

0m 1000m

Citation: • (Vedula, 2007)

Area:•  7,734 h.a

Distance to Capital City: • 1100km

Population: • 2,600,000

Date of origin: • 1972

Mean perimeter segment measurement: • 1393m

Median perimeter segment Measurement: • 1380m
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Regional Plan

Main Urban Connections

Radburn - USA Garden City

Figure 5.6 Map of Radburn - 1928

0m 500m 1000m

Citation: • (Levy, 1997)

Area:•  1,593 h.a

Distance to Capital City: • 330km

Population: • 3,100

Date of origin: • 1928

Mean perimeter segment measurement: • 1381m

Median perimeter segment Measurement: • 1430m
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Regional Plan

Main Urban Connections

Riverside - USA Garden City

Figure 5.7 Map of Riverside

0m 500m 1000m

Citation: • (Munzer & Vogel, 1974)

Area:•  4,343 h.a

Distance to Capital City: • 970km

Population: • 8,895

Date of origin: • 1920’s

Mean perimeter segment measurement: • 959m

Median perimeter segment Measurement: • 695m
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Regional Plan

Main Urban Connections

Seishin, Kobe - Japan Garden City

Figure 5.8 Map of Seishin - 1970’s

0m 500m 1000m

Citation: • (Levy, 1997)

Area:•  1,589 h.a

Distance to Capital City: • 420km

Population: • Unknown

Date of origin: • 1970’s

Mean perimeter segment measurement: • 919m

Median perimeter segment Measurement: • 815m
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Regional Plan

Main Urban Connections

Tama, Toyko - Japan Garden City

Figure 5.9 Aerial view of Tama

0m 500m 1000m

Citation: • (Burton & Hartley, 2002)

Area:•  766 h.a

Distance to Capital City: • N/A

Population: • 114,348

Date of origin: • 1971

Mean perimeter segment measurement: • 772m

Median perimeter segment Measurement: • 560m
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Regional Plan

Main Urban Connections

Tapiola - Finland Garden City

Figure 6.0 Tapiola satellite town plan

0m 500m 1000m

Citation: • (Von Hertze & Spreiregen, 1971)

Area:•  2,520 h.a

Distance to Capital City: • 10km

Population: • 16,000

Date of origin: • 1960’s

Mean perimeter segment measurement: • 825m

Median perimeter segment Measurement: • 960m
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Regional Plan

Main Urban Connections

Vallingby - Sweden Garden City

Figure 6.1 Aerial view of Vallingby

0m 500m 1000m

Citation: • (Burder, 1990)

Area:•  669 h.a

Distance to Capital City: • 10km

Population: • 25,000

Date of origin: • 1954

Mean perimeter segment measurement: • 624m

Median perimeter segment Measurement: • 550m
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Regional Plan

Main Urban Connections

Welwyn - UK Garden City

Figure 6.2 Aerial view of Welwyn

0m 1000m500m

Citation: • (Munzer & Vogel, 1974)

Area:•  1,275 h.a

Distance to Capital City: • 20km

Population: • 3,254

Date of origin: • 1920

Mean perimeter segment measurement: • 869m

Median perimeter segment Measurement: • 745m




